Monday 8th

Literacy

Tuesday 9th

Wednesday 10th

Thursday 11th

Oral Language:
Nursery rhyme ‘Little BoPeep’ Listen to, recite and
explore the nursery rhyme
‘Little Bo Peep’. (Seesaw
activity)

Handwriting: Practise
Wellbeing Wednesday
Handwriting: Practise
writing e (page 10) in Just
writing h (page11) in Just
Phonics My Sounds Booklet. Fine motor: With a parent Phonics My Sounds
and a child friendly scissors, Booklet.
Literacy/SESE: Fiction reader go out into nature and take
small samples of some of
“Show and Tell” (seesaw)
At the end of the story, answer your favourite things. Create Gaeilge: Listen to the video
‘An Aimsir’ on Seesaw.
the questions using the voice your very own “Nature
Phonics: New sound ‘ee’
Cutting Tray” See image Practise the new phrases
recorder
tool
on
Seesaw,
e.g.
blend. Look at the poster
“Look at page 2; describe what on Seesaw for some ideas. with a family member.
and see what words have
Listen to our new Bua na
the ‘ee’ blend in it. Complete you can see in the picture/What Movement: Have a go at
Cainte song - Calóga
are
Ms.
Foxes
show
and
tell
SeeSaw Activity on ‘ee’
Sneachta ag titim Try and
RTE’s 10 @ 10
rules?”
blend.
sing along if you can.
https://rtejr.rte.ie/wpListen to the song/story on
content/blogs.dir/22/files/20
Seesaw.
Phonics: New sound ‘or’
18/01/10at10-Episode-1blend. Look at the poster
English.mp4
Reading Word List Two
and see what words have
Activity on SeeSaw. Cut out
the ‘or’ blend in it. Complete
Art:
Please
see
“Drawing
the letters c, e, h, r, m, d.
SeeSaw Activity on ‘or’
with
Alan”
on
Seesaw.
Use wordlist 2 to make the
Choose which picture you’d blend.
words using the letter
like to try using a guided
sounds.
step by step approach.

Numeracy Busy at Maths small

book: Page 12: Counting
practise.

Addition: Complete the
Seesaw activity: Counting and Counting Apple Trees:
Complete the Seesaw
adding two sets of items
activity matching the correct
together.
numbers to number of
apples on the trees.

Seesaw activity: Complete
the seesaw activity on
addition. Count the number
of items in two sets and add
them together.

Friday 12th
Sight Words: Introduce the
new sight words ‘you’, ‘your’
(see Seesaw activity): you
can print the page and take a
photo of the work or complete
the work with the pen tool.
P.E: It’s our final Gymnastics
lesson, lesson 3.
https://vimeo.com/427305844

Busy at Maths small
book: Page 13:
Revision of 3D shapes
(Seesaw activity).

To access the Over the Moon programme: https://www.gillexplore.ie/gill-explore-resources/over-the-moon-junior-infants-skillsbook?Chapters=5419&ResourceTypes=0 (There is also a link on SeeSaw to access Over the Moon)

